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Want to be the valued  
corporate advisor?

Businesses are under pressure to ‘do more with less’ – reduce risk and 
expenses while building sustainable growth, increased profits and returns.  

Dispute finance can be used by corporates as a capital and risk 
management strategy. It enables corporate clients to pursue legal claims, 
awards and judgments while reserving capital for other projects, removing  
legal expenses from their P&L and leveraging legal claims and awards  
as assets. 

In today’s dynamic environment, it is essential for lawyers, as valued 
corporate advisors, to find creative ways to assist clients.  Lawyers must be 
conversant in dispute finance to comprehensively advise corporate clients. 

Omni Bridgeway offers informative and interactive workshops  
for legal practitioners, covering finance options, who uses  
dispute finance and why. 

Workshops address how:   

• dispute finance works

• finance benefits corporate clients:

 – risk reduction

 – cost and resource sharing

 – increasing prospects of success

 – financing of core business needs

 – cases suited to dispute finance

• to obtain finance

• financing impacts a client’s P&L over the life  
of a dispute or recovery

• to protect client interests when teaming with  
financiers and negotiating financing agreements

• to get the most out of a financier’s experience and  
expertise, including the development of effective  
enforcement strategies to maximise recoveries.

After an Omni Bridgeway workshop, you will be able to bring  
creative risk-mitigation and capital management solutions to  
clients and enhance your value by assisting clients to pursue  
meritorious claims and recoveries.

What every lawyer in private practice 
needs to know about Dispute finance

Who should attend
All commercial lawyers in private 
practice, especially lawyers 
specialising in corporate, projects,  
finance, dispute resolution, 
arbitration, restructuring 
turnaround and insolvency.

Format
Online, typically one hour  
(including Q&A), customisable.

CPD ENTITLEMENT: 1 POINT*  
This professional development 
presentation/workshop assists the 
legal profession deliver commercial 
solutions to clients.  It is delivered 
by persons qualified and 
experienced in law, dispute finance 
and adjacent industries.
*subject to jurisdiction

About Omni Bridgeway
Omni Bridgeway is a global leader 
in dispute resolution finance, with 
expertise in civil and common law 
legal and recovery systems, and 
operations spanning Asia, Australia, 
Canada, Europe, the Middle 
East, the UK and the US. Omni 
Bridgeway offers dispute finance 
from case inception through to 
post-judgment enforcement and 
recovery. Since 1986 it has built a 
proud record of financing disputes 
and enforcement proceedings 
around the world.

IMF Bentham, Bentham IMF, ROLAND ProzessFinanz have 
all now adopted the unified global name Omni Bridgeway.
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